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This paper presents an alternative representation for syllable structure in HPSG, based on the insights
of an original proposal by Bird and Klein (1994). Instead of mapping segments into a list of syllables
stored in a separate part of the sign, I propose encoding syllabification directly in the SEGMENTS list, the
core of the PHONOLOGY value.

In Pollard and Sag (1994) the value of the PHONOLOGY attribute is assumed to be a list of unanalyzed
strings corresponding to words or lexemes. In practice, in non-phonological work, the PHON value is a
list of orthographic forms, used to indicate the identity of lexical signs and the surface word order of
phrasal signs.

For phonological analysis, this placeholder representation must of course be replaced with the real
thing. The PHON value of a sign should minimally encode its segmental content, most straightforwardly
as a list of segments, as assumed by Bird and Klein (1994) and adopted in more recent work. Segments
can be thought of as matrices of distinctive phonological features (Bird and Klein suggest simply im-
porting the feature geometry of Clements, 1985). It is probably not absolutely necessary then to reify
individual segments as types (a, i, p, k, etc.), but this provides a way of specifying the inventory of
segments in a given language (with gaps that are not always characterizable phonologically). Abstract
phonemes corresponding to more than one surface segment can be treated as underspecified intermedi-
ate types, and I will assume that the segment type hierarchy should at least be enriched to encode the
vowel/consonant distinction. I leave it as an open question what other distinctions should be encoded di-
rectly in the types, but any feature involved in partial assimilation phenomena (feature spreading) is better
treated as an attribute in the feature matrix, and there is no need to specify this information redundantly
in the type.

In the remainder of this paper I will refer to the familiar classes of “obstruents”, “liquids”, and so on,
without worrying about the details of segmental representation in HPSG.

At the word level and above, the PHONOLOGY value must also be able to encode lexical stress and
phrasal prosody. This is the area that has received the most attention in HPSG in recent years. Klein
(2001) proposes an approach for building metrical trees, with prosodic words grouped into larger and
larger constituents, much like the hierarchical syntactic analysis of the same words (although the two
resulting trees are obviously not always isomorphic). Bonami and Delais-Roussarie (2006) propose an
alternative, non-hierarchical treatment of phrasal prosody, with an algorithm that constructs a flat metrical
grid by assigning a prominence value to each syllable in a given utterance.

Neither of these analyses depends on any particular representation of syllable structure. Bonami and
Delais-Roussarie refer to syllables, but for French all they need to do is inspect the list of segments and
pick out the vowels. Klein explicitly limits his discussion to units at the prosodic word level and above,
but one can imagine that his metrical trees extend into the sub-word levels of the prosodic hierarchy.

Bird and Klein (1994) do assume, as part of the PHONOLOGY value, a SYLLABLES list that encodes
the result of parsing the SEGMENTS list into syllables with the familiar onset-nucleus-coda structure.
Formally the two lists are associated by a relational constraint:1

1The notation is somewhat improper, but the intended meaning should be clear.
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(1) a. 

phrase

SYLS

〈
ONS 1 onset
NUC 2 nucleus
CODA 3 coda


〉
⊕ 4

SEGS 1 ⊕ 2 ⊕ 3 ⊕ 5


⇒


phrase
SYLS 4

SEGS 5


b. 

phrase
SYLS 〈 〉
SEGS 〈 〉



In their analysis of French schwa, Bird and Klein propose preliminary type hierarchies for onset and
coda (subtypes of list(segment)) to account for the phonotactic constraints on syllables in French. For
example, word-internally, the coda can be either empty (〈 〉) or consist of exactly one consonant (〈cons〉),
while final syllables additionally allow 〈cons, cons〉 codas. The inventory of onsets is considerably larger
(see 2 below). The fact that both onsets and codas can be empty, and some sequences of segments can
appear in both positions, leads to many cases of ambiguity. Some of these are dealt with using two
“onset maximization” constraints. The first is straightforward: an onset cannot be left empty if the
preceding coda is filled. So for instance ami ‘friend’ should be analyzed as a.mi, not as am.i (although
both would be possible in principle). The second onset constraint is much more intricate, and is meant
to ensure (following Tranel, 1987) the unambiguous syllabification of 〈obstruent,liquid〉 onsets, as in
a.bri ‘shelter’ (where the consonant sequence could otherwise be split across two syllables: ab.ri). In
fact, obstruent-liquid sequences are well known for their ambiguous behavior. And in general, while it is
usually easy to identify syllable nuclei, the boundaries between syllables are often unclear (Angoujard,
1997). Part of the motivation behind Bird and Klein’s onset maximization constraints is simply to ensure
deterministic syllabification in order to avoid building multiple SYLS structures that cannot necessarily
be collapsed into a single underspecified representation.

The motivation for treating onsets and codas as typed objects is unclear. When a phrase containing
the word abri is syllabified, the segment sequence 〈b, r〉 becomes the value of ONSET in a syllable. This
list of two segments thus acquires the type onset (more specifically, internal-onset, since it is not word-
initial), but this information is not preserved by the structure-sharing 1 indicated in (1a), which cannot
be interpreted as a true re-entrancy, since the object 〈b, r〉 (a two-element list) is not token-identical to
any object that can be isolated in the value of the SEGS attribute. On the other hand, if the information
that b and r form a syllable onset could somehow be encoded directly in the SEGS list, there would be no
need to represent this redundantly in SYLS. I propose a way of doing this below.

I reinterpret Bird and Klein’s onset and coda type hierarchies as abbreviations for disjunctions of
lists, and I reproduce them here in that form:

(2) onsets
a. internal-onset ≡ 〈(cons), (glide)〉 ∨ 〈obstruent, liquid〉
b. onset ≡ internal-onset ∨ 〈s, stop, liquid〉 ∨ 〈obstruent, sonorant〉 ∨ 〈p, n〉

(3) codas
a. internal-coda ≡ 〈(cons)〉
b. coda ≡ internal-coda ∨ 〈cons, cons〉

The precise inventory of possible onsets and codas is disputable (for example, exploit [Eksplwa] ‘feat’
contains a sequence of consonants at the syllable boundary that cannot be accommodated), and Bird and
Klein acknowledge this. But the underlying idea that more possibilities are available for the onset of a
word’s initial syllable and for the coda of its final syllable does seem valid.

They do not explain, though, exactly how this distinction between internal and peripheral onsets and
codas can be put to use, as phonotactic conditions on well-formedness. They assume quite reasonably
that words are not fully syllabified at the lexical level. But at the phrasal level, where the syllabification
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constraint (1) applies, word boundaries are presumably no longer visible. So there is no way to check
that the more complex onsets and codas occur only word-peripherally.

The problem is that performing a preliminary syllabification at the word level and abandoning it at
the phrasal level would go against the spirit of declarative analysis. Note, however, that all potential
“resyllabifications” would occur at word boundaries—that is, in the onset+nucleus of the initial syllable
(in the case of schwa realization), or in the nucleus+coda of the final syllable (e.g. in the case of elision
and enchaı̂nement):

(4) optional schwa deletion in initial syllable

debout
standing

[d@.bu] vs il
he

est
is

debout
standing

[i.lE.d@.bu] / [i.lEd.bu] ([d] becomes coda of preceding σ)

(5) elision of final schwa

quoique
albeit

[kwa.k@] vs quoiqu’
albeit

intéressant
interesting

[kwa.k�E.te.re.s�A]

(6) enchaı̂nement of final consonant

avec
with

[a.vEk] vs avec
with

un
a

ami
friend

[a.vE.k�÷.na.mi] ([k] becomes onset of next σ)

On the other hand, in the “middles” of words, in principle we have all the segmental information needed
to perform a full syllabification, without fear of being overridden by possible contextual effects in phrasal
combinations. We therefore need a method for syllabifying the middles of words while leaving the edges
underspecified.

Instead of building syllables in a separate part of the structure as in (1), I propose at this point simply
inspecting the SEGS list for the relevant syllabic patterns. Given that syllable nuclei in French always
consist of a single vowel, we can use the abbreviations in (2–3) to define abbreviations for different kinds
of syllables:

(7) a. initial-syllable ≡ onset ⊕ 〈(vowel)〉 ⊕ internal-coda
b. medial-syllable ≡ internal-onset ⊕ 〈vowel〉 ⊕ internal-coda
c. final-syllable ≡ internal-onset ⊕ 〈(vowel)〉 ⊕ coda
d. monosyllable ≡ onset ⊕ 〈(vowel)〉 ⊕ coda

Word-medial syllables are the most restricted: they must contain a vowel and their onsets and codas are
taken from the reduced inventory. Initial and final syllables are less constrained on their word-peripheral
side, and crucially they are allowed not to contain a vowel (or more precisely, to contain an optional
vowel). Using these definitions we can formulate the following constraint on words:

(8) word →
[

SEGS (init-syll ⊕ med-syll∗ ⊕ fin-syll) ∨ monosyll
]

The first clause of the disjunction is for words of two or more syllables (the Kleene star notation indicates
the occurrence of zero or more medial syllables), the second for monosyllables.

Following Bird and Klein, I assume that words like debout (4) or fenêtre ‘window’ have a lexically
underspecified SEGS list containing an optional schwa in their initial syllable:

(9) a. debout: b. fenêtre:[
SEGS

〈
d, (@), b, u

〉] [
SEGS

〈
f, (@), n, E, t, K

〉]
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The constraint in (8) verifies the phonotactic well-formedness of the medial onsets and codas without
forcing the schwa to be realized, as would be the case if a full syllabification of the initial and final
syllables were applied (since 〈d, b〉 and 〈f, n〉 are not possible onsets according to (2)). On the other
hand, forms like *deb.pnout and *fe.nel.stre would be rejected for containing unsyllabifiable medial
clusters.

The same considerations apply for words like quoique (5) with an elidable final vowel, also rep-
resented as an optional segment in the lexical SEGS list: 〈k, w, a, k, (@)〉. In the case of fixed final
consonants, as in avec (6), the segment in question is of course not optional, since it is realized in all
contexts. The constraint in (8) checks that 〈k〉 is a possible coda, but it does not actually build a syllable
with this coda.

At this point, no attempt is made to reduce ambiguity in syllablifying at the word level. Words like
ami and abri, discussed above, will simply satisfy the constraint in (8) in more than one way. This does
not result in multiple structures, however, because so far we are only doing pattern matching, without
adding any information when a pattern is found. Bird and Klein discuss the case of demanderions ‘we
would ask’, in which the choice between a syllabification with and without the second (underlined) schwa
can in principle be made at the word level:

(10) a. [
SEGS

〈
d, (@) | m, �A | d, @ | K, j, �O

〉] b.
*
[

SEGS
〈
d, (@) | m, �A, d | K, j, �O

〉]
c. [

SEGS
〈
d, (@), m, �A, d, (@), K, j, �O

〉]
For Bird and Klein, the pronunciation without schwa in (10b) is excluded by the second onset maximiza-
tion constraint: the obstruent [d] must form an onset with the liquid [K], but 〈d, K, j〉 is not an allowable
onset, according to (2). There is no way to formulate onset maximization in combination with (8), how-
ever, since we are only checking potential syllable structures and not actually building them. So both
SEGS lists in (10) are maintained at the word level: in other words, both of the schwas in demanderions
are optional (10c).

In ordinary phrasal combinations, the SEGS lists of the daughters are concatenated to yield the SEGS

list of the mother.2 Following Bird and Klein, I assume that the instantiation of syllabic structure takes
place at the level of phonological phrases. The following constraint is the counterpart to (1):

(11) phrase →
[

SEGS syllable+
]

In other words, phrases have to “look like” the concatenation of one or more syllables. There is no need
to define a recursive relation as in (1) to be sure that all of the elements of SEGS are parsed. Just as in
the word-level constraint in (8) above, the sequence of syllables identified automatically partitions the
entire SEGS list. But in this case, the definition of syllable does not just specify a pattern to match: it
also instantiates the value of an attribute SYLL on each segment, encoding its position in the syllable:

(12) syllable ≡ onset & list(
[

SYLL onset
]
) ⊕

〈[
vowel
SYLL nucl

]〉
⊕ coda & list(

[
SYLL coda

]
)

The attribute SYLL can be thought of as a kind of “topological field” feature for syllabic structure, en-
coding the position, and in some sense the function of each segment in relation to the segments that
surround it. The linear ordering already inherent in the SEGS list is thus enriched with information about
syllabification. Most of the structure encoded in Bird and Klein’s SYLS list is now represented directly
in the SEGS list. In particular, we can express onset maximization principles as constraints on SEGS.

2I am leaving aside cases of consonant liaison, where a “latent” final consonant can be realized in the presence of an
appropriate trigger to the right (typically a vowel-initial word).
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For example, the schwa-less pronunciation of demanderions in (10b) can be excluded by prohibiting
sequences of an obstruent segment marked [SYLL coda] followed by a liquid segment marked [SYLL

onset].3

Note also that according to (12), every syllable must contain a vowel. If a word like debout, with an
optional schwa thanks to initial-syllable (7a), appears at the beginning of the phrase, the schwa will have
to be realized. Within the phrase, the realization of schwa in word-initial syllables will be conditioned
by the preceding context. Words like avec will either have their final consonant syllabified as a coda, or
in the onset of the following syllable, again depending on the phrasal context.

Up to now the current proposal may not seem substantially different from the original analysis of Bird
and Klein (1994). I have supplied some details about word-level phonotactic conditions that were left
implicit in their presentation, and suggested how the approach extends to other word boundary phenom-
ena (elision, enchaı̂nement). Since my analysis adopts the same inventories of onsets, nuclei, and codas
for French syllables, makes the same assumptions about underspecified (optional) segments, and accom-
modates the formulation of onset maximizing constraints, it should not be surprising that the empirical
coverage (for the phenomenon of schwa realization) turns out to be identical.

One difference, however, is that my positional feature SYLL allows underspecified representations
more readily than Bird and Klein’s structures in (1). For example, in cases where the boundary between
two syllables is ambiguous, the “ambisyllabic” segments can be assigned the value [SYLL non-nucl],
assuming the following (partial) hierarchy:

(13) syll
HHH

���
nucl non-nucl

Z
Z

�
�

onset coda

Encoding syllabic structure in the form of a flat list is a step in the direction of the declarative model
of Angoujard (1997, 2006), who abandons the notion of hierarchical syllable structure in favor of a
“rhythmic grid” defined by the association of segments to the three positions of a repeating rhythmic
template.

The SYLL value also allows segments to be associated with particular syllabic positions, either in
specific lexical items or as a general property of the language, thus constraining the application of phrasal
syllabification (11). This is not specifically relevant to the analyses discussed here, but it provides a
natural way to express, for instance, the fact that [N] is restricted to coda position, or that there are no
syllabic consonants in French.

A final remark concerns Bird and Klein’s treatment of h aspiré in French. This term refers to phono-
logically vowel-initial words (or morphemes) that fail to trigger consonant liaison and vowel elision to
the left.

(14) a. quoiqu’harmonieux (h muet) b. quoique hasardeux (h aspiré)
[kwa.kaK.mO.njø] [kwa.k@.a.zaK.dø]

albeit harmonious albeit hazardous

Bird and Klein propose that h aspiré syllables are exceptionally marked as [ONSET elist]. To express
this in the current proposal, h aspiré would be marked on vowel segments, and there would be a negative
constraint prohibiting sublists of SEGS of the form:

(15)
*

〈[
SYLL onset

]
,

[
aspiré-vowel
SYLL nucl

]〉

3Other analyses should also be considered; the point here is that Bird and Klein’s account can be reproduced with the current
proposal.
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This constraint appears to be incorrect, however, because for many speakers, h aspiré syllables in fact do
allow enchaı̂nement of a preceding final consonant (Encrevé, 1988):

(16) quel
what a

hasard
coincidence

(h aspiré with enchaı̂nement [kE.la.zaK], or without [kEl.a.zaK])

It seems more appropriate to treat cases of h aspiré phonologically as ordinary vowel-initial syllables,
with an abstract lexical marking that specifically blocks elision and liaison, which are known to be not
purely phonological phenomena, but sensitive to many other grammatical factors.
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